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PERSONAL INJURY
INTAKE
Welcome to Our Office!
Please fill out our Health Record as completely and accurately as
possible. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask one of
our qualified Chiropractic Assistants.
It is our pleasure to be of service to you.
Our commitment to you is to promote the highest quality of health and
well-being with Chiropractic.
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ABOUT THE PATIENT
Today’s Date:

Name:
Address:

City, State, Zip:

Home Phone:

Mobile Phone:

Birth Date:
Gender:  Male

Age:
 Female

Social Security #:
Do you have children?  - No  - Yes, How Many?

Marital Status:  Single  Married  Divorced  Separated  Widowed  Domestic Partner
E-mail Address:

Occupation:

Employer:
Address:

City, State, Zip:

How did you hear about us?  - Yelp

 - Facebook

 - BNI  - Other
Can we thank them?  - Yes  - No

Patient referral?
May we add you to our email mailing list?  - Yes  - No

How would you like to receive appointment reminders?  - Telephone Call  - Email  - Text
Parent / Guardian / Self / Other:
How would you rate your overall Health?
 - Excellent
 - Very Good

 - Good

 - Fair

What type of exercise do you do?
 - Strenuous
 - Moderate

 - Light

 - None

What is your Height?

Weight?

 - Poor

EXPERIENCE WITH CHIROPRACTIC
Have you been adjusted by a Chiropractor before?  Yes  No
Reason for those visits?
Doctor’s Name?
Approximate date of the last visit?
How was your previous experience?
-Great
-Good
-Fair

-Mixed

-Poor

-Other

Were you aware that …
Doctors of Chiropractic work with the nervous system?
The nervous system controls all bodily functions and systems?
Chiropractic is the largest natural healing profession in the world?
If Chiropractic care starts at birth, you can achieve a high level of health throughout life?

 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes

 No
 No
 No
 No
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REASON FOR THIS VISIT / PATIENT INTAKE
1. Is today’s problem caused by:  - Auto Accident

 - Work Accident

 - Medical

2. What is your primary complaint?
3. Indicate on the drawings below where you have pain / symptoms:
MARK AN “X" ON THE PICTURE WHERE YOU HAVE PAIN OR OTHER SYMPTOMS. INCLUDE SYMPTOMS OF PAIN,
NUMBNESS OR TINGLING

4. How often do you experience your symptoms?
 - Constant – 76-100% of the time

 - Frequent – 51-75%

 - Intermittent – 26-50%

 - Occasional – 1-25%

5. How would you describe the type of pain? (Mark as many as apply)
 - Sharp
 - Numb
 - Stabbing
 - Achy
 - Shooting with motion

 - Dull
 - Tingly
 - Burning
 - Stiff
 - Electric with motion

 - Gripping
 - Shooting
 - Other:

 - Sharp with motion
 - Stabbing with motion

6. How are your symptoms changing with time?
 - Getting worse

 - Staying the same

 - Getting better

7. Using a scale from 0-10 (10 being the worst), how would you rate the problem?
(Mark one)  - 0

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

 - 10

8. How much has the issue interfered with your work?
 - Not at all

 - A little bit

 - Moderately  - Quite a bit  - Extremely

9. How much has the issue interfered with your social activities?
 - Not at all

 - A little bit

 - Moderately  - Quite a bit  - Extremely

10. Who else have you seen for your issue?
 - Chiropractor
 - Orthopedist

 - Neurologist
 - Primary Care Physician
 - Massage Therapist  - Physical Therapist

 - ER Physician
 - Other

 - No one

11. How long have you had this issue?
12. How do you think your issue began?
13. Do you consider this issue to be severe?
 - Yes

 - Yes, at times

 - No

14. What aggravates your issue?
15. What concerns you the most about your issue; what does it prevent you from doing?
16. What alleviates the issue?
r
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17. If a family member has had any of the following, please indicate
below:
(Relationship?)

Cancer
 - Yes
 - No
Epilepsy
 - Yes
 - No
Rheumatoid Arthritis
 - Yes
 - No
Diabetes
 - Yes
 - No
Heart Problems
 - Yes
 - No
Chronic Headaches
 - Yes
 - No
Lung Problems
 - Yes
 - No
Lupus
 - Yes
 - No
High Blood Pressure
 - Yes
 - No
Other_________________________________

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
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Health Habits
Do you smoke?
- Yes - No
Do you drink alcohol? - Yes - No
Do you drink coffee?
- Yes - No
Do you drink tea?
- Yes - No
Do you drink soda?
- Yes - No
Do you drink energy drinks?
- Yes - No
Do you wear:  Heal Lifts
 Inner Soles
 Arch Supports
 Sole Lifts
Are they custom or over the counter?

18. For each of the conditions listed below, place a check in the ‘past” column if you have had the condition in the
past. If you presently have a condition listed below, place a check in the “present” column.
Past Present

Past Present

 I  - Headaches
 I  - Neck Pain
 I  - Upper Back Pain
 I  - Mid Back Pain
 I  - Low Back Pain L- R-
 I  - Shoulder Pain L- R-
 I  - Elbow/Arm Pain L- R-
L- R-
 I  - Wrist / Hand L- R-
 I  - Hip Pain
L- R-
 I  - Upper Leg Pain L- R-
 I  - Knee Pain
L- R-
 I  - Ankle/Foot
L- R-
 I  - Joint Pain/Stiffness
 I  - Jaw Pain
 I  - Rheumatoid Arthritis
 I  - Cancer

 I  - Tumor
 I  - Asthma
 I  - Chronic Sinusitis
 I  - High Blood Pressure
 I  - Heart Attack
 I  - Chest Pains
 I  - Stroke
 I  - Angina
 I  - Kidney Stones
 I  - Kidney Disorders
 I  - Bladder Infection
 I  - Abnormal Weight
gain/loss
 I  - Loss of Appetite
 I  - Arthritis
 I  - Hepatitis
 I  - Liver/Gall Bladder Disorder

Health Conditions for Men Only
Do you have an enlarged prostate?
 - Yes
 -No
Do you have frequent urination?
 - Yes
 - No
Any bowel / bladder changes?
 - Yes
 - No
Any trouble starting / stopping urination?
 - Yes
 - No
Do you have erectile dysfunction?
 - Yes
 - No

Past Present

 I  - General Fatigue
 I  - Muscular In-coordination
 I  - Visual Disturbances
 I  - Dizziness
 I  - Diabetes
 I  - Excessive Thirst
 I  - Frequent Urination
 I  - Allergies
 I  - Depression
 I  - Systemic Lupus
 I  - Epilepsy
 I  - Ulcer
 I  - Fibromyalgia
 I  - Dermatitis/Eczema/Rash
 I  - HIV / AIDS
 I  - Other ________________

Health Conditions for Women Only
Are you pregnant?
 - Yes
Are you nursing?
 - Yes
Are you taking birth control?
 - Yes
Do you have breast lumps?
 - Yes
Do you have breast soreness?
 - Yes
Do you have breast implants?
 - Yes
Do you have irregular cycles?
 - Yes
Do you suffer from PMS?
 - Yes
Do you have pain during urination?  - Yes
Do you have endometriosis?
 - Yes
Have you had a Pap smear in the past yr?  - Yes

 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
 - No
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19. Are you taking any medications?  - No  - Yes If yes, please list below:
Purpose?
Name / Brand?
 Nerve Pills
_____________
 Pain Killers (Including aspirin) _____________
 Muscle Relaxers
_____________
 Blood Pressure Meds _____________
 Insulin
_____________
 Blood Thinners
_____________
 Tranquilizers
_____________
 Stimulants
_____________
 Other_____________ _____________
 Other_____________ _____________
 Other_____________ _____________
 Other_____________ _____________

How Long Taken?

How Often?

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

How Much?

Are you currently taking any supplements or vitamins  - No  - Yes If yes, please list:
___________________________________________________________________________

20. Have you had any Surgeries / Hospitalizations?

 - Yes

 - No

If yes, please explain below:

What area / Why?

When?

Are there any residual issues?

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

21. What activities do you do on a daily basis?
 - Sit
 Most of the Day
 - Stand
 Most of the Day
 - Computer Work
 Most of the Day
 - On the Phone
 Most of the Day
 - Drive
 Most of the Day
 - Other:_______________
 Most of the Day

 Half of the day
 Half of the day
 Half of the day
 Half of the day
 Half of the day
 Half of the day

 A little of the day
 A little of the day
 A little of the day
 A little of the day
 A little of the day
 A little of the day

22. What activities do you do outside of work / school?
23. Anything else pertinent to your visit today?
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24. Have you had a non-fasting Cholesterol test in the past five years?  - Yes
If yes, When?

- No

What were the findings?

25. Have you had a flu vaccine in the past year?

 - Yes, When?___________

- No

26. Have you been screened for colon cancer?

 - Yes, When?___________

- No

27. Do you know what your INR is?

 -Yes

-No
Is it normal?  -Yes

If yes, when was the last time it was checked?

-No

Nutrition and self-care are just two of the components in obtaining optimal wellness. Please let us know
what you are currently doing for your health.
Things I do currently to support my health include:
 - Drinking plenty of water

 - Eat organically grown foods

 - Exercise regularly

 - Vitamins, minerals, or herbs

 - Get plenty of rest

 - Maintain the proper weight

 - Acupuncture

 - Receive regular massages

 - Pray / meditate

 - Counseling / therapy

 - Yoga / Pilates / Aerobics

 - Orthotics / heel lifts

 - Alcohol in moderation

 - Use a cervical pillow

 - Homeopathic remedies

 - Attend religious services

 - Maintain positive posture

 - Annual physical examinations

Please indicate which of these you do / have on a consistent basis:
 - Popping / cracking / stiffness in joints

 - Eat fast foods

 - Work long hours

 - Lack of protein in diet

 - Feel overwhelmed / exhausted / fatigued

 - Muscle cramps (sports or menstrual)

 - Struggle with weight loss

 - Cravings for sugary foods

 - Experience food sensitivities / allergies

 - Anxiety / nervousness

 - Weak or thin hair / nails / skin
 - History of pinched nerve / slipped or herniated disc / joint degeneration
 - Struggle with eating healthy throughout the day
 - Periods of constipation / loose stools / irregularities
 - Family history of colds / flu / infections / poor immune system
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ACCIDENT INFORMATION
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS:
Auto Insurance Carrier:
Address: ______________________________City: ___________________________ST: ______Zip:
Adjusters Name: _____________________________________ Phone #:
Policy #: _______________________________________Claim #:
Attorney’s Name: ____________________________________ Phone #:
Address: ______________________________City: ___________________________ST: ______Zip:
Email:

Fax #:

Address: ______________________________City: ___________________________ST: ______Zip:
Interpreter/Translator Name printed plainly:
Signature of the Interpreter/Translator:

DESCRIPTION OF VEHICULAR ACCIDENT
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY AND ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS:
What date did the accident occur?: _____________________________________ Time:
AM / PM
How many vehicles were involved in the accident?
Where in the vehicle were you seated?  - Driver’s seat  - Right front passenger  - Right rear passenger
 - Middle rear passenger  - Left rear passenger
 - Other (Specify):
What was the estimated damage to the vehicle you were in? $
What city did the accident occur in?:
State:
What street did the accident occur on?
Where did the accident occur (intersection/parking lot, etc)?
What direction were you traveling in?  - North
 - South
 - East
 - West
What type of impact was the auto accident (rear end/side swipe, etc)?
Did your vehicle hit anything after the accident?  - No  - Yes, if yes please describe?
At the time of the accident were you?  - Driver  - Passenger
Did you know the accident was coming?  - Yes  - No
What type of vehicle were you in? Make:
Model:
Year:
Were you the sole occupant?  - Yes  - No – if not, who else was in the car?
What type of vehicle hit you:  - Car  - Van  - Station wagon  - SM pick-up truck
 - Full size truck
 - Other: Specify
Do you know the vehicle Make:
Model:
Year:
Color:
How many vehicles were involved?
Was it an intersection?  -No  - Yes - If yes, what were the street names of the intersection?
Was it on a freeway?  -No  - Yes - If yes, what is the name of the freeway?
What exit were you near?
At the time of impact how fast was your vehicle moving?
At the time of impact how fast was the other vehicle moving?
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During and after the crash, what happened to your vehicle? (Mark all that apply)
 - Kept going straight
 - Hit a stationary object
 - Spun around
 - Was hit by another vehicle
 - Kept going straight hitting a car in front
 - Spun around and hit stationary object
Did you lose consciousness during the accident?  -No  - Yes
What was your physical position at the time of the impact?
 - Facing forward  - Turned to the left
 - Turned to the right  - Braced  - Unprepared  - Leaning on armrest  - Holding wheel
 - Other: Specify
How did your head move during the collision?  - Forward & backward  - Backward & forward
 - Sideways  - Other: Specify
What kind of headrest was in your vehicle?  - Movable fixed headrest  - Non-movable fixed headrest  - None
How was your head positioned during the accident?
Where was the headrest positioned on your head?
How was your torso positioned during the collision?_
How were your hands positioned during the accident?
Were you wearing a seatbelt?  -No  - Yes, if yes, what type?  - Shoulder  - Lap  - Shoulder & lap
Did you slide out of your seatbelt during the accident?  -No  - Yes
What was the primary type of impact the auto accident?  - The vehicle was rear ended
 - You hit another vehicle from behind  - You were hit on the driver’s side  - you were hit on the passenger’s side
 - Other
Describe in specific detail exactly what you were doing and how the accident occurred: (Specify what lane you were in
and what lane the other driver was in)_____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE DRAW A PICTURE OF THE ACCIDENT:
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What was damaged in your vehicle? (Mark all that apply)
 - Windshield
 - Rear bumper
 - Mirror
 - Steering wheel
 - Front bumper
 - Knee booster
 - Dashboard
 - Trunk
 - Back right door
 - Seat frame
 - Side window
 - Side window
 - Rear window  - Front left door
 - Front right door
 - Completely totaled
Choose the items that dented inward.
 - Floorboards
 - Side door
 - Dashboard
 - Other
Choose the doors that would not open as a result of the accident
 - Front left
 - Front right
 - Rear left
 - Rear right
 - Rear hatch
Did your vehicle roll over?  -No  - Yes, if yes please give details:
Was your vehicle towed from the scene?  -No  - Yes, if yes please write any pertinent information we should know
about:
Was there a police report taken at the time of the accident?  -No  - Yes, if yes can we get a copy of the police report?
Did you receive a traffic citation?  - No  - Yes, if yes, what was the citation for?
Who administered care to you at the accident scene?  - Nobody  - Paramedics  - Police  - Passenger
 - Bystander  - Other (Who?)
Did you go to the hospital or see a doctor immediately after the accident?  -No  - Yes, if yes, were you taken to the
hospital by ambulance?  -No  - Yes, if yes, please list the name of the hospital and/or doctor and the exact treatment
you received:

Were X-rays taken at the visit above?  -No  - Yes, if yes, to what areas were x-rays taken?  -Head  -Neck
 -Upper back  - Low back  - Other, please specify exact area(s):
Were you treated by any other doctor?  -No  - Yes, if yes, when?
Doctor’s name:____________________________________ Doctor’s specialty:
Who referred you to the doctor?______________________ What treatment did you receive and list any x-rays and
medication:

Are you still treating with that doctor?  - Yes  -No If not, why?
Have you seen any other doctors or clinics for this injury?  -No  - Yes, if yes, please list their names, dates seen, and
treatment received:
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WHAT PART OF YOUR BODY STRUCK THE VEHICLE?
BODY PART
Steer
Dash
Door
Windshield
Front
Rear
Other






Head
_________






Neck
_________






Forehead
_________






Upper Back
_________






Low Back
_________






Chest
_________






Ear
_________






Eye
_________






Nose
_________






Chin
_________






Shoulder
_________






Elbow
_________






Forearm
_________






Hand
_________






Fingers
_________






Hip
_________






Thigh
_________






Knee
_________






Calf
_________






Ankle
_________






Foot
_________






Toes
_________
How did you feel after the accident/injury?
 - Dazed
 - Shocked  - Nauseated  - Light headed  - Scared  - Nervous  - Confused
 - Other, please describe:_______________________________________________________________________
Where was your pain immediately after the injury? Specify the degree of pain in the space before the body area using:
SL – Slight
MI – Mild
MO – Moderate
SE – Severe
_____Head
_____Neck
_____Right shoulder _____Left shoulder
_____Right arm
_____Left arm
_____Right elbow
_____Left elbow
_____Right wrist
_____Left wrist
_____Right hand
_____Left hand
_____Fingers
_____Upper back
_____Chest
_____Ribs
_____Middle back
_____Abdomen
_____Lower back
_____Groin
_____Buttocks
_____Right upper leg _____Left upper leg
_____Right knee
_____Left knee
_____Right calf
_____Left calf
_____Right ankle
_____Left ankle
_____Right foot
_____Left foot
_____Toes
_____OTHER (AREA)
Did you have additional pain later that day?  -No  - Yes, if yes, were these additional pains:  - Worse  - Same
 - Less Specify areas of pain:
Did you have pain the next day?  -No  - Yes, if yes, were these additional pains:  - Worse  - Same  - Less
Specify areas of pain:
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Have you ever injured the same body parts before?  -No  - Yes, if yes, please explain the details:
When: ___________________________________Which body parts?
How were they injured?

Was this previous injury above work related?  -No  - Yes
Was this previous injury above auto related?  -No  - Yes
Did you fully recover from the previous injury?  -No  - Yes If yes, when?
If no, please explain what still persists in detail:
Have you ever had any past pain or complaints connected with the currently injured body parts? (ie: Arthritis)
 -No  - Yes If yes, please explain, when?
What body parts?:
How were they injured?:
Have you ever had  -Psychological treatment or  - Counseling? If yes, when:
Doctor’s name:
Problem:

If you have complaints of Head/Neck pain:
Please shade in all areas on this picture where you have PAIN in the past 7 days.

Area
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
T1
T2
T3
T4

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?

Other?
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Shade in all areas of ALTERED SENSATION (I.E. PINS/NEEDLES, NUMB, TINGLING) in the past 7 days.

Area
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
T1
T2
T3
T4

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?

Other?

Shade in all areas of WEAKNESS, CLUMSINESS, and DROPPING THINGS in the past 7 days

Area
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
T1
T2
T3
T4

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?

Other?
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The FREQUENCY of pain is:  - Infrequent  - Occasional  - Intermittent  - Frequent  - Constant
AGGRAVATION is caused by:
SL – Slight
MI – Mild
MO – Moderate
SE – Severe
_____Bending _____Lifting
_____Walking _____Standing _____Stooping
_____Squatting _____Twisting
_____Pushing _____Pulling
_____Kneeling _____Grasping _____Overhead reaching
_____Coughing
_____Above shoulder reaching _____At the shoulder reaching _____Laying down
_____Sneezing _____Sitting
_____Driving _____Turning _____Other: Specify
This PAIN RADIATES to: (Specify R=Right, L=Left, B=Both)
_____Neck _____Shoulder _____Face _____Jaw _____Ear _____Eye _____Other: Specify
These symptoms BECOME BETTER with:
_____Aspirin _____Tylenol _____Prescribed medication (List)
_____Inactivity _____Sleep
_____Activity _____Ice/Heat _____Other: Specify

If you have complaints of upper back pain:
Please shade in all areas on this picture where you have PAIN in the past 7 days.
Area
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?

Other?

Shade in all areas of ALTERED SENSATION (I.E. PINS/NEEDLES, NUMB, TINGLING) in the past 7 days.

Area
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?
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The FREQUENCY of pain is:  - Infrequent  - Occasional  - Intermittent  - Frequent  - Constant
AGGRAVATION is caused by:
SL – Slight
MI – Mild
MO – Moderate
SE – Severe
_____Bending _____Lifting
_____Walking _____Standing _____Stooping
_____Squatting _____Twisting
_____Pushing _____Pulling
_____Kneeling _____ Grasping _____Overhead reaching
_____Coughing
_____Above shoulder reaching _____At the shoulder reaching _____Laying down
_____Sneezing _____Sitting
_____Driving _____Turning _____Other: specify
This PAIN RADIATES to: (Specify R=Right, L=Left, B=Both)
_____Neck _____Shoulder _____Face _____Jaw _____Ear _____Eye _____Other: specify
These symptoms BECOME BETTER with:
_____Aspirin _____Tylenol _____Prescribed medication (List)
_____Inactivity _____Sleep
_____Activity _____Ice/Heat _____Other: specify

If you have complaints of low back/pelvis pain:
Please shade in all areas on this picture where you have PAIN in the past 7 days.
Area
T11
T12
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
S1
S2-5

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?

Other?

Shade in all areas of ALTERED SENSATION (I.E. PINS/NEEDLES, NUMB, TINGLING) in the past 7 days.

Area
T11
T12
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
S1
S2-5

Severity
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10
/ 10

% of
Time
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sharp?

Dull?

Ache?
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The FREQUENCY of pain is:  - Infrequent  - Occasional  - Intermittent  - Frequent  - Constant
AGGRAVATION is caused by:
SL – Slight
MI – Mild
MO – Moderate
SE – Severe
_____Bending _____Lifting
_____Walking _____Standing _____Stooping
_____Squatting _____Twisting
_____Pushing _____Pulling
_____Kneeling _____ Grasping _____Overhead reaching
_____Coughing
_____Above shoulder reaching _____At the shoulder reaching _____Laying down
_____Sneezing _____Sitting
_____Driving _____Turning _____Other: specify
This PAIN RADIATES to: (Specify R=Right, L=Left, B=Both)
_____Neck _____Shoulder _____Face _____Jaw _____Ear _____Eye _____Other: specify
These symptoms BECOME BETTER with:
_____Aspirin _____Tylenol _____Prescribed medication (List)
_____Inactivity _____Sleep
_____Activity _____Ice/Heat _____Other: specify

If you have complaints in an area NOT YET DESCRIBED:
(IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL AREAS, PLEASE USE ONE PAGE PER AREA)

List the specific area:
The intensity of pain is:  - Dull  - Pulsating  - Sharp  - Dull to sharp  - Other: specify
The severity of pain is:  - Slight  - Mild  - Moderate  - Severe  - Other: specify
The symptoms I experience are:  - Pain  - Stiffness  - Soreness  - Tingling
 - Pins & needles
 - Cramping  - Pinching  - Throbbing  - Aching  - Shooting  - Other: specify
The FREQUENCY of pain is:  - Infrequent  - Occasional  - Intermittent  - Frequent  - Constant
AGGRAVATION is caused by:
SL – Slight
MI – Mild
MO – Moderate
SE – Severe
_____Bending _____Lifting
_____Walking _____Standing _____Stooping
_____Squatting _____Twisting
_____Pushing _____Pulling
_____Kneeling _____ Grasping _____Overhead reaching
_____Coughing
_____Above shoulder reaching _____At the shoulder reaching _____Laying down
_____Sneezing _____Sitting
_____Driving _____Turning _____Other: specify
These symptoms BECOME BETTER with:
_____Aspirin _____Tylenol _____Prescribed medication (List)
_____Inactivity _____Sleep
_____Activity _____Ice/Heat _____Other: specify
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Goals for My Care
People see Chiropractors for a variety of reasons. Some go for relief of pain, some to correct the cause of their
pain, and others for correction of whatever is malfunctioning in their bodies. Your Doctor will weigh your needs and
desires when recommending your treatment program. Please check the type of care desired so that we may be
guided by your wishes whenever possible.

 Relief Care: Symptomatic relief of pain or discomfort.
 Corrective Care: Correcting and relieving the cause of the problem as well as the symptoms.
 Comprehensive Care: Bring whatever is malfunctioning in the body to the highest state of health
possible with Chiropractic care.
 I want the Doctor to select the type of care appropriate for my condition.
Patient’s Signature

Date

AUTHORIZATION FOR CARE
I hereby authorize the Doctor to work with my condition through the use of spinal adjustments and
physiotherapy to my spine, as he or she deems appropriate.
I clearly understand that all services rendered to me are charged directly to me and that I am personally
responsible for all payments. I agree that I am responsible for all the bills incurred at this office. The
Doctor will not be held responsible for any pre-existing medically diagnosed condition nor for any medical
diagnosis. I also understand that if I suspend or terminate my care, any fees for professional services
rendered to me become immediately due and payable. I hereby authorize assignment of my insurance
rights and benefits (if applicable) directly to the provider of services rendered.
Patient or Legal Representative’s Signature

Date

Who should receive bills for payment on your account?
-Patient -Spouse
-Auto Insurance

-Parent -Worker’s Comp. -Medicare -Personal Health Insurance

Ownership of X-ray
It is understood and agreed that the payments to the Doctor for X-Rays is for examination of X-rays only. The X-ray’s
remain the property of this office. They are kept on file where they may be seen at any time while I am a patient of
this office. I may request a copy of these X-rays.
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Informed Consent to Chiropractic Manipulation and Care
PATIENT
INITIALS
Chiropractic Care and Treatment. I have had, or will have an opportunity to discuss with the chiropractic doctor,
or other office or clinical personnel named below, the nature and objective of chiropractic care, the physical
examination and other diagnostic tests and procedures used by chiropractors including any necessary orthopedic,
neurological, laboratory tests, imaging studies (X-rays, CT scans, MRIs, etc.) and other procedures; chiropractic care
and treatment protocols, including chiropractic adjustments, manipulation, mobilization and other therapies
utilized by this office/practice in the care of my condition. Taken together, these procedures and protocols will be
referred to as the office/practice’s “chiropractic examination and treatment methods.” Furthermore, it also has
been communicated to me and I understand that every patient reacts differently to care, and that treatment results
and outcomes cannot be guaranteed.
I also understand that if any tests were performed outside of this office/practice (e.g., laboratory or other
diagnostic procedures), that the doctor or other staff member or clinician will notify me of the results at my next
scheduled appointment.
Nature of Chiropractic Treatment. I have been informed that, on occasion, some patients experience increased
discomfort following chiropractic care and treatment. Chiropractic physical examination and treatment may
involve bending, twisting, mechanically challenging your joints and testing your muscle strength, and it can possibly
lead to temporarily feelings soreness or pain. During treatment, the doctor may use his or her hands or mechanical
devices to move, adjust, manipulate your joints and mobilize soft tissues (e.g. muscles, ligaments). A "crack" or
"pop" sound is often produced in some of the joint manipulation procedures and is caused by a separation of the
smooth joint surfaces in much the same way a suction cup produces a popping sound when it is removed from
glass or other smooth surface. Although a popping sound is not necessary, it is often a natural effect of joint
movement.
Permission for Physical Contact. I understand that, in the course of various chiropractic examination procedures
and treatment methods, the doctor of chiropractic or other clinical staff may have to examine and physically
contact portions of my body. I understand that any contact of an intimate or sexual nature is illegal, unethical,
never a part of chiropractic professional examination or treatment, and is prohibited. Nevertheless, I also realized
that some chiropractic procedures may require that the doctor or clinician contact me in some physically sensitive
areas – such as during a procedure known as a “lumbar roll” where the doctor may contact with my rump (the
posterior, superior spine of the Ilium) to adjust my sacroiliac joint, or some other similar or analogous procedure.
I understand, however, that before any sensitive contact or procedure occurs the doctor or other clinical staff
member will explain to me  what is to be done,  how it will be performed,  why it will be performed,  that
I may refuse that particular test or procedure, or alternatively that I may request that another member of the staff
be present for my safety and protection, and finally,  that I will be given the opportunity to signal the doctor or
clinician when I am ready to receive the test or procedure. I also agree that if I ever have any questions, doubts or
misgivings about the appropriateness of such contact I can discuss my concerns with the doctor, or other office or
clinical staff member. If for any reason I am reluctant to discuss these concerns directly with my doctor or clinician,
or if I feel unsatisfied with the explanation given, I agree to seek a professional, third-party consultation from
another licensed chiropractor mutually agreed upon by me and my chiropractor or clinician, or alternatively, I may
contact the California Chiropractic Association (916-648-2727) or the state licensing agency – the California Board
of Chiropractic Examiners (916) 263-5355). The doctor, clinician, and I agree to these stipulations to ensure that no
misunderstandings or uncomfortable feelings arise as a result of physical contact between me and the doctor or
other office/practice clinician. Finally, it is my understand that I may revoke this permission at any time by a mutual
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exchange of written acknowledgments indicating that permission for any further physical contact by the doctor or
other staff member with my person is prohibited. After having the foregoing information explained to me I hereby
request, consent and submit to the office/practice’s chiropractic examination and treatment methods performed
as explained to me.
Risks of Chiropractic Care and Treatment. I understand and have been informed that there is risk of side effects
and complications anytime a doctor, provider or other clinician is asked to intervene in a healthcare encounter with
a patient. I have been informed by the office/practice of the following: that although the risk of serious
complication from chiropractic treatment is rare and unlikely, nonetheless, rare events ranging from relatively
minor muscle soreness, aches, sprains and strains, to injuries to the spinal discs, nerves and cord, or an occasional
fracture or dislocation in compromised patients with certain concomitant diseases and illnesses have been
reported in the scientific literature; that cerebrovascular accidents, such as a stroke, have also been reported; that
these are generally attributed to an underlying defect in a vertebral or basilar artery known as a spontaneous
dissection and that these have been estimated to occur in one-to-a-million to one-in-forty-million cases of
chiropractic, osteopathic, physical therapy and medical manipulation; about the same probability of stroke from
turning your head or having your hair washed in a salon (“beauty parlor stroke’). In some of these instances,
however, these dissections were not proximate in time or location to the treatment rendered, and consequently,
it cannot be said with any certainty that the specific treatment caused the stroke, aggravated an underlying, preexisting condition, or the treatment given was totally unrelated to the resulting stroke.
I am aware and I do not expect the doctor to be able to anticipate all the potential risks or complications. Nor do I
expect that the doctor or other clinician to provide me assurances that I will not experience a negative outcome.
Nonetheless, I wish to rely on the doctor to exercise his or her best professional judgment during the course of the
chiropractic examination and treatment, which the doctor feels is in my best interest, based upon the facts as then
known at the time.
I understand that the most common and likely side effect of treatment will be muscular stiffness or soreness,
described by some as akin to the ache people experience after exercising the first time in a long time; and that
these effects are often transient and temporary. I was instructed that if I experience any increased discomfort
following treatment, that I should apply ice to, and rest the affected area. I was also told that if I become concerned
about any post-treatment discomfort or, I should develop of any new or unrelated symptoms, I should call the
number listed below for emergency attention available twenty-four (24) hours a day. I also understand that if for
some reason I am unable to reach or contact that doctor, that I should telephone my personal, primary care doctor
or present myself to the nearest hospital emergency room.
Consent. By initialing each paragraph above in conjunction with the doctor, or other office or clinical personnel,
acknowledge that I have read and understood the above consent and have had the opportunity to ask questions
about its content and meaning. By signing below, I agree to submit to the above named chiropractic examination
and treatment methods. I intend this consent form to cover the entire course of treatment for my present condition
and for any future conditions for which I seek examination and treatment from the office/practice indicated below.

Patient’s Name

(Please Print)

Date
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LONG BEACH SPINE AND REHABILITATION
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES
THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND
DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW
IT CAREFULLY.

Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is required, by law, to maintain the privacy and
confidentiality of your protected health information and to provide our patients with notice of our
legal duties and privacy practices with respect to your protected health information.

Disclosure of Your Health Care Information
Treatment
We may disclose your health care information to other healthcare professionals within our practice
for the purpose of treatment, payment or healthcare operations. (example)
“On occasion, it may be necessary to seek consultation regarding your condition from other health
care providers associated with Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation.”
“It is our policy to provide a substitute health care provider, authorized by Long Beach Spine and
Rehabilitation to provide assessment and/or treatment to our patients, without advanced notice,
in the event of your primary health care provider’s absence due to vacation, sickness, or other
emergency situation.”
Payment
We may disclose your health information to your insurance provider for the purpose of payment
or health care operations. (example)
“As a courtesy to our patients, we will submit an itemized billing statement to your insurance
carrier for the purpose of payment to Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation for health care services
rendered. If you pay for your health care services personally, we will, as a courtesy, provide an
itemized billing to your insurance carrier for the purpose of reimbursement to you. The billing
statement contains medical information, including diagnosis, date of injury or condition, and codes
which describe the health care services received.”
Workers’ Compensation
We may disclose your health information as necessary to comply with State Workers’
Compensation Laws.
Emergencies
We may disclose your health information to notify or assist in notifying a family member, or another
person responsible for your care about your medical condition or in the event of an emergency or
of your death.
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Public Health
As required by law, we may disclose your health information to public health authorities for
purposes related to: preventing or controlling disease, injury or disability, reporting child abuse
or neglect, reporting domestic violence, reporting to the Food and Drug Administration problems
with products and reactions to medications, and reporting disease or infection exposure.
Judicial and Administrative Proceedings
We may disclose your health information in the course of any administrative or judicial proceeding.
Law Enforcement
We may disclose your health information to a law enforcement official for purposes such as
identifying or locating a suspect, fugitive, material witness or missing person, complying with a
court order or subpoena, and other law enforcement purposes.
Deceased Persons
We may disclose your health information to coroners or medical examiners.
Organ Donation
We may disclose your health information to organizations involved in procuring, banking, or
transplanting organs and tissues.
Research
We may disclose your health information to researchers conducting research that has been
approved by an Institutional Review Board.
Public Safety
It may be necessary to disclose your health information to appropriate persons in order to prevent
or lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of a particular person or to the
general public.
Specialized Government Agencies
We may disclose your health information for military, national security, prisoner and government
benefits purposes.
Marketing
We may contact you for marketing purposes or fundraising purposes, as described below:
(example)
“As a courtesy to our patients, it is our policy to call your home on the evening prior to your
scheduled appointment to remind you of your appointment time. If you are not at home, we leave
a reminder message on your answering machine or with the person answering the phone. No
personal health information will be disclosed during this recording or message other than the date
and time of your scheduled appointment along with a request to call our office if you need to
cancel or reschedule your appointment.”
“It is our practice to participate in charitable events to raise awareness, food donations, gifts,
money, etc. During these times, we may send you a letter, post card, invitation or call your home
to invite you to participate in the charitable activity. We will provide you with information about
the type of activity, the dates and times, and request your participation in such an event. It is not
our policy to disclose any personal health information about your condition for the purpose of Long
Beach Spine and Rehabilitation sponsored fund-raising events.”
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Change of Ownership
In the event that Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is sold or merged with another
organization, your health information/record will become the property of the new owner.
Your Health Information Rights
➢ You have the right to request restrictions on certain uses and disclosures of your health
information. Please be advised, however, that Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is not
required to agree to the restriction that you requested.
➢ You have the right to have your health information received or communicated through an
alternative method or sent to an alternative location other than the usual method of
communication or delivery, upon your request.
➢ You have the right to inspect and copy your health information.
➢ You have a right to request that Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation amend your protected
health information. Please be advised, however, that Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is not
required to agree to amend your protected health information. If your request to amend your health
information has been denied, you will be provided with an explanation of our denial reason(s) and
information about how you can disagree with the denial.
➢ You have a right to receive an accounting of disclosures of your protected health information
made by Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation.
➢ You have a right to a paper copy of this Notice of Privacy Practices at any time upon request.
Changes to this Notice of Privacy Practices
Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation reserves the right to amend this Notice of Privacy Practices
at any time in the future, and will make the new provisions effective for all information that it
maintains. Until such amendment is made, Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is required by
law to comply with this Notice.
Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation is required by law to maintain the privacy of your health
information and to provide you with notice of its legal duties and privacy practices with respect to
your health information. If you have questions about any part of this notice or if you want more
information about your privacy rights, please contact: Marta L. Callotta, D.C. by calling this office
at 1-562-938-8770. If Marta L. Callotta, D.C. is not available, you may make an appointment for
a personal conference in person or by telephone within 2 working days.
Complaints
Complaints about your privacy rights, or how Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation has handled
your health information should be directed to Marta L. Callotta, D.C. by calling this office at 1562-938-8770. If Marta L. Callotta, D.C. is not available, you may make an appointment for a
personal conference in person or by telephone within 2 working days.
If you are not satisfied with the manner in which this office handles your complaint, you may
submit a formal complaint to:
DHHS, Office of Civil Rights
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Room 509F HHH Building
Washington, DC 20201
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This notice is effective as of (enter today’s date) ______/______/_______
I have read the Privacy Notice and understand my rights contained in the notice.
By way of my signature, I provide Long Beach Spine and Rehabilitation with my authorization and
consent to use and disclosed my protected health care information for the purposes of treatment,
payment and health care operations as described in the Privacy Notice.

________________________________________________
Patient’s Name (print)

________________________________________________
Patient’s Signature

______________
Date

________________________________________________
Authorized Facility Signature

______________
Date
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LIEN ON PERSONAL INJURY RECOVERY
(CA Civil Code Section 2881(1))
(Patient”) and Long Beach Spine & Rehabilitation (“Doctor”) hereby agree:
TO ESTABLISH A LIEN, pursuant to California Civil Section 2281, in favor of Doctor in the amount of all such sums as may
be due and owing Doctor for chiropractic services rendered to Patient in connection with the accident (“Accident”) in which
Patient was involved on _____________________ in addition to other amounts, if any, owing to Doctor by reason of other
outstanding bills due from Patient to Doctor.
AGAINST ANY AND ALL PROCEEDS from any insurance policy, settlement judgment, verdict, or damages payable to
Patient in connection with the settlement of claims or litigation arising from the Accident. This lien shall have priority over
any subsequent lien or assignment of Patient’s interests.
By copy of the attached CERTIFIED NOTICE TO INSURER/RESPONSIBLE PARTY incorporated herein by this reference,
Patient authorizes and directs insurer(s)/ responsible party to withhold from any insurance settlement proceed, judgment,
verdicts or other damage award payable to Patient all sums as may be due and owing Doctor for chiropractic services
rendered to Patient in connection with the Accident, and to PAY DIRECTLY TO DOCTOR ALL SUCH SUMS AS MAY BE
NECESSARY TO FULLY COMPENSATE DOCTOR.
Patient understands and acknowledges that Patient remains directly and fully responsible to Doctor for all bills submitted to
Doctor for chiropractic services rendered to Patient, and that this agreement is solely for Doctor’s additional protection and
in consideration of Doctor’s agreement to postpone demand for payment. Patient further understands and acknowledges
that Patient’s obligation to pay for Doctor’s services is not contingent on any settlement, judgment, or verdict by which Patient
may recover all or any portion of the sums owed by Patient to Doctor.
Patient’s Signature

Date

CERTIED NOTICE TO INSURER/RESPONSIBLE PARTY
OF
LIEN ON PERSONAL INJURY RECOVERY
(CA Civil Code Section 2281(1))
_____________________________________________
Insurer/Responsible Party
_____________________________________________
Address
_____________________________________________
City, State, Zip

_______________________________
Date
_______________________________
Insured/Patient
_______________________________
Case/Claim Number

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT
__________________________________ and Long Beach Spine & Rehabilitation have entered into a agreement dated
___________________ by which a Lien on Personal Injury Recovery has been established in favor of Doctor of Chiropractic
services furnished to Patient for injuries received in an accident occurring on __________. This accident corresponds with
your case/claim number listed above.
BY THIS NOTICE Patient authorized and directs Responsible Party to pay directly, or insurer to withhold from any insurance
proceeds payable to Patient (or Patient’s Assignee), all sums as may be due and owing Doctor for chiropractic services
rendered to Patient in connection with the Accident, and to pay directly to Doctor all such sums as may be necessary to fully
compensate Doctor.
The amount of the charges for chiropractic services rendered by Doctor in connection with the Patient’s injuries is $(amount
to follow at the end of treatment), in addition to other amounts, if any, owing to Doctor by reason of other outstanding bills
due from Patient to Doctor, and is to paid directly to:
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